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Overview 

If you are looking for a discovery of ancient monasteries, caves in remote areas and amazing 
landscapes, this trek is yours! Since 1992, the Mustang’s forbidden Kingdom and ancient Wall City is 
open to trekkers. The Tiji Festival is very pleasant because of its remoteness and peacefulness. Here, 
the inhabitants still believe that the soul of a man is as real as oneself. Despite the hardness of the 
almost treeless landscapes, with a countryside alike Tibetan plateau, beauty and happiness flourishes 
within the inhabitants and villages. 
 

The Tiji annual Festival lasts three days, and focus on the Tiji myth: the story of the deity Dorje jono 
who battled against his demon’s father to save the Mustang’s Kingdom from its doom. His father 
wreaks havoc on Mustang through water shortage. In this arid land, water was the most precious 
treasure one may have. Dorje Jono defeated the beast and banished him from the Mustang. 
 
The start date refers to the arrival date in Kathmandu and the end date refers to the earliest you can 
book for your return flight home. When departing from Europe allow for an overnight flight to 
Kathmandu, but on the return it is possible to depart in the morning and arrive on the same day. 
 

Private trips are welcomed if the scheduled dates do not fit. We have our own office and guesthouse 
ready and waiting for any dates you may prefer. 
 
Required number of participants: Minimum 2,maximum 12. 
 

Package 

Includes Excludes 

 Airport transfers by private car/van. 

 Accommodation in Kathmandu and Pokhara 
(twin/double and sharing bedrooms, with 
B&B) 

 Internal flights from and to Jomsom 

 Tourist bus from and to Pokhara 

 Three meals per day with hot drinks (e.g. 
tea, coffee) during the trek 

 Accommodation during the trek 
(camping/tented or lodges) 

 An experienced Nepalese guide (English 
speaker) 

 Porters (one per person, carrying max. 
15kgs) 

 Camping equipment (Tent, mattress, dining 
&kitchen tent, etc.) 

 Upper Mustang Restricted Area Permit 
($500) 

 First Aid Medical Kit box 

 Tourist service charge, office Service 
charge, & all Government Tax 

 

 International flight to and from Kathmandu 

 Meals and drinks while in Kathmandu & 
Pokhara 

 Personal costs like drinks, laundry, hot 
showers, bottled water 

 Trip Insurance. 

 Visa fees ($30 for 15 days) 

 Sightseeing tours 
 

 We also recommend offering a tip at the 
end of your trip to your guide and porters, 
as tips are not included in the package 
price. During your trek briefing, you will be 
wisely advised on this matter and on the 
average amount to offer. 
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Itinerary 

Day 1-2 – 1400m 
Arrival in Kathmandu and transfer to your hotel or our guesthouse. Rest day, possibility for sightseeing 
tour, briefing on the trek. 
 

Day 3 – 870 m 
Internal flight from Kathmandu to Pokhara. The flight lasts around 25 minutes and you will arrive in 
Pokhara quite early. In the evening, you have the possibility to do sightseeing in Pokhara's lakeside. 
 

Day 4 – 2780 m (3-4 hours walking) 
By clear weather, we will take a flight from Pokhara in the early morning to reach Jomsom. Once there, 
we will start our trek. First overnight stop will be in Kagbeni. The hike today is not too long and we will 
take a slow pace to start. The path may sometimes be rocky but it is mainly flat and easy to walk on. 
Along your hike, we will see the incredible Nilgiri, Dhaulagiri, Tukuche and Dhampus peaks.  
 

Day 5 – 3050 m (5-6 hours walking) 
Kagbeni – Chaile. Today, we will enter the Upper Mustang territory. Our path will march along the east 
bank of the river and we will pass over various ridges. We will across beautiful villages encircled by 
buckwheat, wheat, or barley meadows. Later on, we will pass upon the river and reach a massive red 
conglomerate rock, which broke away from the cliff decades ago. This stone is creating a tunnel. Once 
we walked through it, we will arrive in the Kali Gandaki valley. One last sharp ascent awaits us before 
reaching Chaile. 
 

Day 6 – 3440 m (6-7 hours walking) 
Chaile – Geling. Today starts with a sharp ascent on a treeless and arid land. The trail will lead us along 
an amazing profound canyon and pass a stony cairn. Continuing our climb upon Samar, we will then 
drop down to a wide gorge and march through a new valley, following refreshing rivulets fringed with 
juniper trees. Then, a climb will guide us to a ridge at 3800m. Continue then to Taklam La pass (3624m) 
across plateaus and tight areas, where we can enjoy the sights of Damodar Danda, Tilicho Peak and 
Yakawa Kang. Later, our path will steeply come down to our destination: Geling. 
 

Day 7 – 3490 m (4-5 hours walking) 
Geling – Charang. The trail today starts with a drop down to amazing colourful cliffs. We will march 
through the valley before arriving to a bridge leading you upon the Tangmar Chu River. An ascent 
follows to a plateau from where you will walk along one of the widest and most fantastic Mani wall. 
Once passed, we will turn east and reach Charang, where we will climb up to the Charang Chu Canyon. 
There we will get a perfect viewpoint to discover wonderful fields of various cereals, rock walls 
separating houses. The easter end of the town hosts enormous Dzong and a Gompa, in which we will 
find many statues, and Thankas (paintings of silk & cotton). 
 

Day 8 – 3730 m (5-6 hours walking) 
Charang – Lo Manthang. Leaving Charang in the morning, our path drops down for 125 meters and 
then goes through Tsarang Chu. Continuing along a cairn facing the village wejust crossed, we will 
arrive in Tholung. The path climbs up slowly to Lo pass, which is quite windy in this season. Up there, 
we will get a perfect sight over the whole Lo Manthang valley, and its walled city emerging from the 
Tibetan border. A short slope guides to the plain of Aspiration, continues upon a torrent up onto the 
plateau of Lo Manthang. 
 

Day 9-11 – 3730 m 
Tiji festival day 1-3. From the beginning, the festival will be colourful and powerful. It will allow us to 
experience loads of cultural interactions. From the first time you will hear the horns sound and echoing 
each other, it will be a day-to-day bewilderment. 
 

While the music of dunchens, backed up with double reeled horns, cymbals and drums, immerse 
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yourself in the local culture, a huge Thanka is unwinded down the square wall captivating you gaze. 
 

The next day we will see Tibetan women wearing their traditional colorful dresses and jewelry, monks 
in their reddish robes and dancers in vivid and magnificent costumes. If we are lucky, we will even see 
the King of Mustang proudly wearing his crown of river pearls, turquoise and red corallines. 
 

The last day will end with a ceremonial representing the destruction of the evil. 
 

Day 12 – 3460 m (6 hours walking) 
Lo Manthang – Ghami. This day will mark our rebound trip. We will take the trail going through the 
highland Rouge, full of alpine grassland. Passing Lo Gekar, we will ascend steeply to a cairn at 4000m, 
allowing us to take an ultimate sight of Lo Manthang valley. We will continue to Chogo La at 4325 m, 
where our path will drop down along a rivulet, offering a visit to the ancient Ghar Gompa and a meeting 
with the Guru Rinpoche. Ghar Gompa is well known for its rock paintings and its legend of fulfilling 
good wishes. We will then head down sharply to Ghemi. 
 

Day 13 – 3290 m (5 hours walking) 
Ghami – Samar. This morning will lead us down the valley, following a windy and sandy path. Going 
through the deserted plateau with few meadows in between, the wind will be facing us directly. 
Nonetheless, once in Samar you will feel relieved and forget about it when you’ll meet the local 
villagers, which are still attached to the Tibetan lifestyle and traditions. 
 

Day 14 – 2920 m (3-4 hours walking) 
Samar – Chhuksang. Today’s hike will only take you about 4 hours to reach our goal Chhuksang. We 
will start on a trail leading to a pass at 3550 m, where we will have a magnificent sight of Yakawa Kang, 
Damodar Himal, or Tilicho. Along the path, we pass through more narrow places near the canyon and 
its vertical looses edges and sharp drops. After passing by few villages, we will march along the Kali 
Gandaki River and across a bridge. Later we will finally reach Chhuksang. 
 

Day 15 – 2710 m (6-7 hours walking) 
Chhuksang – Jomsom. Today we will start with an ascent on a rocky path to Tangbe. Going across this 
typical village, we will continue our hike by marching upon small torrents and ascending sharp terrain 
before arriving to a plateau. We will then continue to march along Kaligandaki River to Kagbeni. A short 
final walk will lead us to our lodge at Jomsom. 
 

Day 16 – 870m 
Fly to Pokhara in the morning, allowing us a last glimpse of the incredible mountains of the Himalayas. 
Once landed, we will show you the way to your accommodation.  Drive to Kathmandu. Transfer to your 
hotel.  
 

Day 17 – Transfer to airport and flight back home from Kathmandu OR free day in Kathmandu 
 

 

Fitness 

The trek is not too demanding, thus you do not need to be an athlete to do it. Nonetheless, ascents 
may require more effort with few longer days of constant walking with your backpack. The effects of 
the high altitude may increase your tiredness quicker. Thus you need to be healthy as some of the 
locations we will visit are hours from professional medical care. A doctor must appraise pre-existing 
medical or dental conditions and their nature entirely divulged to your insurer and us. 
 

Type of Terrain 
This trek is a well-trodden path all along, even though it may sometimes be stony and jagged in some 
places. It is not a mountaineering trek nor climbing that would require special equipment. The hike is 
nice, nonetheless some steep paths may seem never-ending! 
 

While trekking you will get the chance to meet a lot of person but you may also encounter yaks. Never 
forget that when meeting a yak, to step towards the inside of the trail. 
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We do not ask to take poles but they can be of useful help. This choice is all yours, but if you have 
knees problems or personal preference for using them, we definitely recommend you to take them. In 
the upper hills, open slopes and moraine may offer you added reassurance with poles, but once more 
paths are quite easy to walk on. 
 

We also recommend you to take lightweight hiking shoes with a high ankle, in order to protect you 
better against possible injuries related to ankle. Heavy boots will be too warm and heavy and 
cumbersome. You may take cross trainers but remember they are often cold in the morning in the 
mountain. 
 

 

Kit list 

 The main idea of the kit is to keep you warm, dry, protected from the sun, be able to move 
efficiently on the mountains and be comfy in the nights. 

 The most important details to cover are as follows: 

 GEARS - Large Duffle bag/Rucksack ~80L (for a porter to carry) + Medium Daypack ~40L 
(carried by you) 

 SHELL - Top and bottoms to keep off wind/rain 

 INSULATION - Warm layered system to keep you warm (body, hands & Head) 

 BASELAYER - Thin layers to wick away sweat and strip down to when it gets hot 

 SHOES - Comfortable, Waterproof shoes/boots to support your ankles over jagged terrain. 
Lighter footwear to change into during the evenings. 

 SLEEPING - Warm sleeping bag to spend a good nights sleep in the lodges 

 FOOD/LIQUID - Water bottles & favourite snacks for the day 

 WASHING & MEDICAL – For you to wash & eventually avoid headache, blisters 
 

Learn more 

Please be aware that the dates of the festival are completely irregular from one year to another, 
varying from some days to three weeks! This is due to the fact that the Mustang inhabitants use a 
different calendar than ours. 
 

It is often difficult to convert the Mustang’s calendar into our every day dates. Therefore, we would 
recommend you to contact us for more information about this trek. 


